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SCHEDULE — Papers are submitted, evaluated, and accepted papers published on a rolling basis

OVERVIEW

- Open Access Journal serving the rehabilitation research and clinical practice community
- 55,000+ downloads per year in just its second year of publication (276% increase over year one)
- Online only journal publishing under the gold open access model - all articles are free to all
- Currently indexed in PubMedCentral (PMC) and the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) with an application to Scopus pending
- Companion journal to the Archives of PM&R

ARRCT is quickly establishing itself as THE open access journal for the field of physical medicine and rehabilitation. Together the Archives and ARRCT provide complete coverage of the latest research and its clinical applications to the PM&R world.

HOW THIS WORKS

- ARRCT is a scientific, peer-reviewed open access journal accepting submissions in the field of physical medicine and rehabilitation
- ARRCT publishes original, peer-reviewed research and systematic and other reviews covering important trends and developments in rehabilitation. It also considers exceptional case reports, qualitative research, and methodological protocols
- Authors should prepare their manuscript according to the Author Instructions and submit them online here
ARTICLE PROCESSING CHARGES

- **ACRM Member Benefit:** 20% discount off the article processing charge
- Original Research, Special Communication, Methodology and Research Protocols, Quality Improvement and Review papers: $2,000 for members of ACRM and $2,500 for non-members
- Case Reports and Images in Rehabilitation: $500 for members of ACRM and $625 for non-members
- Correspondence: No Charge
- Fees, in special situations (e.g., you are from a country that is eligible for the Research for Life program) may be reduced or waived after review by the **ARRCT**'s Editor-in-Chief.

DETAILS

- Authors only pay the article processing charge (APC) for accepted manuscripts. There are no submission fees.
- Authors may submit directly to the journal. Alternatively, their submission to the *Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation* may be referred to **ARRCT** pending their approval.
- Articles are published under the CC BY-NC-ND license.

DISSEMINATE YOUR RESEARCH

With the mission of IMPROVING LIVES of those with disabling conditions through interdisciplinary rehabilitation research, ACRM curates and disseminates world class rehabilitation research. Publishing your article in **ARRCT** under the open access model strengthens this mission. Since all articles are freely available, they each have the potential to be viewed by more people. This will lead to higher usage, citations and ultimately, impact for your work.
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- Glenn Collins, Managing Editor (**gcollins@ACRM.org**)
- Editorial Office (**OpenAccess@ACRM.org**)
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